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GS I Geographical features and their location-changes in critical geographical features 

(including water-bodies and ice-caps) and in flora and fauna and the effe cts of such changes. 

1. Zombie ice 

According to a study, zombie ice from the massive Greenland ice sheet will eventually 

raise the global sea level by at least 10 inches (27 centimeters) on its own. 

What is ‘zombie ice’? 

 Also referred to as dead or doomed ice, zombie ice is one that is not accumulating fresh snow 

even while continuing to be part of the parent ice sheet. Such ice is “committed” to melting 

away and increasing sea levels.  

 Zombie or doomed ice is ice that is still attached to thicker areas of ice but is no longer 

getting fed by larger glaciers. That’s because the parent glaciers are getting less replenishing 

snow. 

 Without replenishment, the doomed ice is melting 

from climate change and will inevitably raise the 

sea level. 

What has led to this? 

 This is on account of warming that has already 

happened. The research points to an equilibrium 

state where snowfall from the higher reaches of the 

Greenland ice cap flows down to recharge edges of 

the glaciers, and thicken them.  

 It says that over the last several decades there has 

been more melting and less replenishment. 

Impact of Zombie ice 

 By calculating minimum committed ice loss based on the ratio of recharge to loss, the 

scientists have projected that 3.3% of Greenland’s total ice volume will melt, and this will 

happen even if the global temperature is stabilized at the current level. But given that global 

warming is predicted to get worse, the melting and the corresponding rise in sea level could 

be much worse.  



 

 

 The study says it could reach as much as 30 inches (78 centimetres) if Greenland’s record 

melt year (2012) becomes a routine phenomenon. 

 However, the research team has not given a timeline. All that it mentions is that this 

committed melting is likely “within this century”. 

Impact of Sea level rise 

 The inevitable sea-level rise that the study predicts is particularly a bad news for millions that 

live in coastal zones. According to the UN Atlas of the Oceans, 8 of the world’s 10 largest 

cities are near a coast.  

 Rising sea levels will make flooding, high tides and storms more frequent and worse as their 

impact will reach more inland. This, in turn, means a threat to local economies and 

infrastructure. Also, low lying coastal areas will take a harder hit. 

 The World Economic Forum’s 2019 Global Risks Report noted that “already an estimated 

800 million people in more than 570 coastal cities are vulnerable to a sea-level rise of 0.5 

metres by 2050”. 

Source: The Indian Express 

Practice question: What is ‘zombie ice’, how it threatens to raise global sea levels by over 10 

inches? Discuss 

GS IV Public/Civil Service Values and Ethics in Public Administration: Status and Problems;   

2. Indian Police and Ethics 

Ethics pervades all facets of human life. But in policing, there is an additional layer of 

ethical decision-making that most citizens do not have to engage in. The role of the police has an 

ethical or moral dimension which is not found in most other occupations. 

Police ethics 

 According to Professor Seumas Miller, retired IPS officer Sankar Sen, IPS officer Prakash 

Mishra, and John Blacker in their book, Ethical Issues in Policing in India, life and liberty are 

fundamental moral values and are held to be so in all human societies, and the police 

routinely have to decide whether to arrest, i.e., whether or not to take away someone’s 

freedom, and at its extreme, sometimes they must decide whether or not to take away 

someone’s life.  



 

 

 According to these authors, while making any moral decisions, the police have to consider a 

complex array of actions. They have to consider the goodness and badness of a person before 

they can consider whether their actions are wrong.  

 For any action taken by a person, they have to see the motivation and intentions of the action 

and its consequences. They have to do their jobs in accordance with the laws that are in place 

at that time, they say. 

 They say that the police may be required to face danger or hostility in order to do their duty, 

and predictably, in the course of 

their work, police officers are 

likely to experience a range of 

emotions including fear, anger, 

suspicion, excitement, and 

boredom to a far greater extent 

than people in other occupations.  

 To act effectively as police, they 

must be able to respond to these 

emotions in the right way, which 

requires them to be emotionally 

intelligent. 

 The National Human Rights Commission, 1998, has said that in a democratic society, the 

police must be “low in authority and high in accountability.”  

 Also, the police ethics definition and police institutions exist to serve the highest of moral 

purposes, to protect the rights to life, liberty, and property of citizens in a democratic polity. 

So, the protection of human rights is a core police function. 

Ethical Issues in Policing in India 

 Good ends and problematic means: Means routinely used by the police necessarily include 

harmful methods, such as coercion and deception. This apparent inconsistency between good 

ends and problematic means sets up a dangerous moral dynamic not simply in Indian 

policing but in police work throughout the world. 

 The National Human Rights Commission (1998) says that police practice must comply with 

carefully worked out ethical principles that appropriately balance the moral rights of victims 



 

 

with those of suspects. For example, the use of deadly force by police to protect citizens and 

themselves must be constrained by the ethical principles of necessity and proportionality. 

 Politicisation of the police: The major reasons for the politicisation of the police, according 

to the Padmanabhan committee, is the lack of a proper tenure policy for the posting of 

officers at different levels and the arbitrary transfers and postings that have been used for 

political interest.  

 Bayley and the authors of Ethical Issues in Policing in India say that the rule of law is being 

replaced by the rule of politics, which is a cause of concern for establishing good governance 

in the country.  

 According to them, mindless denigration of the police is irresponsible because it is 

counterproductive in terms of assisting those honest and competent police officers who are 

trying to renovate Indian police institutions.  

 Moreover, such denigration hinders rather than helps the public to understand the genuine 

difficulties that the police confront and, thereby, assist the police in their important work, 

they add. 

 In Ethical Issues in policing in India, its authors also say that politicians use transfer and 

suspension as weapons to tame police officers. They say that while suspension functions as a 

form of humiliation, a transfer causes financial loss and disruption to the policeman’s family. 

In many cases, transfers are effected without even consulting the relevant senior police 

officer. 

 They also say that these punitive measures affect the morale of the police and damage the 

chain of command within the organisation, 

thereby undermining the authority of those of 

their superiors who might be honest, competent, 

and fair-minded, but not sufficiently supportive or 

politically useful. 

What needs to be done? 

 The Shah Commission of Inquiry in its report 

recommended that the government should 

seriously consider the viability and desirability of 

insulating the police from the politics of the 



 

 

country and employing them scrupulously on police duties that alone by law are intended to 

stop political interference. To protect the police from outside influences and influence, the 

National Police Commission also offered a number of important suggestions.  

 The Government of India established a committee under the chairmanship of former attorney 

general Soli Sorabjee to frame a Model Police Act. The committee submitted its 

recommendations on October 30, 2006, “to enable the police to operate as an efficient, 

effective, people-friendly, and responsive agency.” In general, the committee adhered to the 

precedent established by the Supreme Court in its Prakash Singh decision. 

Way Ahead 

The urgent need of the hour is to depoliticise the police and insulate it from extraneous 

pulls and pressures, as recommended by the National Police Commission, and re-emphasise the 

Supreme Court directives in Prakash Singh’s case. 

Source: The Indian Express 

Practice question: In a democratic society, the police must be “low in authority and high in 

accountability.” Explain 
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